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1) How!many!of!these!significant!ions!were!real!and!how!many!were!simply!duplication!due!to!the!presence!of!fragment!ions?!2) What!are!the!identities!of!these!precursors?!3) Is!there!a!temporal!nature!to!the!patterns?!4) Can!a!link!be!drawn!between!gene!transcription!and!metabolic!pathway!activation?!
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In!order!to!answer!these!questions!a!large!time!series!experiment!was!designed!in!conjunction!with!the!recently!established!consortium!Plant!Response!to!Environmental!Stress!in!Arabidopsis!(PRESTA!project).!A!total!of!9!time!points!were!chosen,!including!the!0h!time!point,!which!would!assist!in!false!discovery!reduction.!The!same!treatments!were!used!as!in!the!original!experiment,!however!unlike!the!original!experiment!this!was!done!using!an!Agilent 6520 QTOF LC-MS!which!offers!faster!scan!times!and!better!mass!accuracy!and an 80% methanol 

















 Alignment)3.2Explanations!of!both!Mass!Profiler!(MPr),!the!Agilent!alignment!and!Kernel!based!feature!alignment!(KFA)!will!be!based!upon!the!following!scenario:!We!defined!a!2!dimensional!vector! ix X∈ !(and! jy Y∈ ),!such!that! { , }i ix xix r m= ,!where! ixr !and! ixm !are!the!retention!time!and!mass!of! ix respectively.!!We!assume!that! X !and!Y !have!N!and!M!peaks.!!!
 GeneSpring)MS(GS))&)Mass)Profiler(MPr)))3.2.1GS!and!MPr!use!the!same!alignment!algorithm,!this!algorithm!uses!a!nearest!neighbour!approach!for!data!alignment.!Consider!two!data!points! ix and jy ,!we!say!that!these!two!points!align!if!!
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Such!that! aR and! aM !are!the!fixed!variances!for!the!retention!time!(RT)!and!mass!respectively!(Mass!Profiler,!Agilent!technologies,!Palo!Alto,!USA)!between!two!runs.!MPr!has!the!ability!to!compensate!for!a!linear!increase!in!the!error!
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 Step%1:%1%Nearest%neighbour%(1NN)%search%3.2.2.1Initially!C !is!an!empty!set.!The!first!step!is!populate! !with!all!the!features!in!the!1st!dataset.!The!decision:making!equation!for!the!1NN!is!similar!to!that!of!MPr,!
|µ ci −µ c j |≤ ε ci ,c j ! (!3!)!Where!equation!(!3!)!is!used!in!decision!making!step!in!both!stage!1!and!2!of!alignment.!For!stage!one!µ c j = y j !such!that! y j !is!a!feature!in!a!mass!profiling!data!set,!and!in!the!second!stage!µ c j !is!the!mean!vector!of!a!consensus!feature!in!C .,!
The!mean!vector!of!a!consensus!feature!is!defined!as!µ ci ={µmci ,µrci},∀i ={1,...,|C |} ,!which!describes!the!cluster! i ∈c C(and! jc )!and! ,i jε c y (and! ,i jε c c )!is!the!error!vector!defined!by,!
C
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( )( ( ) )i i idiag diagε σ α η µ= +c c c ! (!4!)!The!function! diag α( ) !generates!a!square!matrix!with!the!diagonal!of!that!matrix!
containing!the!values!of!α ,!similarly!for! diag η( ) .!Where! { , }error errorM Rη = is!a!vector!of!the!fixed!mass!and!retention!time!variance,! { , }i i im rµ µ µ=c c c !and!
{ , }i i im rσ σ σ=
c c c !are!vectors!of!the!mean!and!standard!deviation!for! ic !and!
{ , }m rα α α= !is!the!scaling!vector.! errorM !and! errorR !can!change!according!to!the!extraction!procedure!and!care!is!needed!when!optimizing!them.!For!the!extraction!procedure!used!in!sample!extraction!here!the! 0.1%errorR = !and! 10errorM ppm= .!The!scaling!vector!α !is!used!to!restrict!the!maximum!cluster!variance!this!allows!us!to!increase!the!maximum!allowed!error.!!!!
 Step%2:%Kernel%density%approximation%3.2.2.2The!second!step!is!to!use!kernel!density!approximation!to!determine!the!updated!parameters!for!all!the!clusters!that!had!a!new!feature/cluster!added!by!step!1.!The!kernel!used!for!approximating!the!parameters!for!each!cluster!is!a!weighted!gaussian!kernel.!This!is!constructed!over!both!the!cluster!elements
, . . {1,...,| |}ik i is t k∈ ∈
cz c c ,!as!well!as!the!new!feature/cluster!which!have!been!selected!by!step!1.!The!larger!the!number!of!points!available!for!approximating!the!kernel!the!more!robust!the!model,!hence!the!set!is!expanded!by!adding!artificial!data!points!which!satisfy! [ , ]i i i i ila µ σ µ σ∈ − +c c c c c .!We!defined!the!expanded!set!of!
ic !as! icE !such!that!! Eci = ci + J where! J !is!the!number!of!features!which!are!added!(in!the!initial!stage!this!is!1!while!in!the!optimization!stage!this!is!equal!to!
| |jc .!The!elements!of! icE !are! {1,...,| |}ci iq cq∀ =Ee E .!!The!kernel!density!approximation!is!given!by,!!
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Such!that!σmax !is!the!maximum!standard!deviation!between!the!new!feature!added!and!the!consensus!feature!in!C ,! iqw cE !is!the!weight!of! iq cEe .!The!weight!of!a!given!feature!in!
ic
E is!calculated!by,!
2(1 )[exp( (( ) ( )))]i i i i iq q q qw η µ µ= − − − + −
c c c cE E E Ec fe e e !
!
(!6!)!
Such!that! Re Re{ , }s serror errorM Rη = !is!the!mass!and!retention!time!resolutions,!and!in!most!cases!are!equal!to!the!fixed!error!(above),!and!µ f is!the!mean!vector!for!the!cluster!or!the!reported!values!for!the!feature.!!






















KqEci eqEci( ) = wqEci exp −


















































Figure!9!Once! ci0 !and! y j !are!aligned!the!new!mean!and!standard!deviation!for!the!cluster!!are!
calculated!using!the!weighted!kernel!approximation.!The!blue!and!red!distributions!are!the!gaussian!

















3.2.2.3.2.1 Finding)the)optimal)alignment)The!method!utilized!in!KFA!to!find!the!optimal!alignment!is!to!restrict!the!cluster!variance.!Using!the!fixed!points!present!in!the!MP!data!the!maximum!mass! driftM !and!retention!time! driftR drift!can!be!calculated.!For!the!Qtof!used!for!this!study!the!mass!drift!is!equal!to!the!fixed!mass!error,!while!the!maximum!expected!retention!time!drift!is!equal!to!0.3!mins.!The!retention!time!drift!is!slightly!different!for!each!run,!and!is!greatly!altered!by!the!sample!extraction!procedures.!!
Step!1!is!altered!so!that!the!variance!of!the!cluster!is!considered!when!allow!new!features!to!cluster!with!a!given!consensus.!If!the!variance!of!the!new!consensus!formed!by!allowing!a!new!feature!in!is!larger!than!the!expected!drift!then!this!feature!is!not!rejected.!Using!this!method!α is!allowed!to!expand!till!no!further!alignments!are!found.!!




































































































!"# !"#ℎ!" = !"#$"!!"#$%&'%(!!"#$ − ! !"#$%&'#$!!"#$%&'%(!!"#$ !
The!known!alignment!rate!is!the!number!of!ions!which!will!align!in!at!least!two!data!sets,!and!the!predicted!alignment!rate!is,!!
!"#$%&'#$!!"#$%&'%(!!"#$= !"#$%!!"#$%&!!"!!"#$%&'!!"#"!!"#$%&− !"#$%!!"#$%&!!"!!"#$%!"#$% !
The!coverage!allows!us!to!quantify!how!well!the!alignment!method!has!reflected!the!known!data!globally,!in!order!to!look!at!the!alignment!results!in!further!detail!the!hit!rate!error!vector!(hre)!is!used.!






































































































!!!"" = #!100%!!"#$%&'! !
('9')'
!!50 = #!100%!!"#$%&'! !




















































































4.3.3 k%th(Nearest(Neighbour((kNN)(Imputation(The!kNN!algorithm![47]!is!widely!used!throughout!all!areas!of!informatics,!and!its!uses!are!well!documented.!kNN!is!a!versatile!algorithm!in!the!previous!section!kNN!was!used!for!feature!alignment,!and!in!the!next!chapter!for!statistical!analysis.!Further!applications!involve!the!use!of!kNN!for!clustering!data!and!classification.!The!kNN!approach!considered!here!seeks!to!find!features!with!similar!data!vectors!for!those!data!points!which!are!nonDmissing![44].!Consider!the!data!set!C !which!contains!only!RSC!and!RNSC!features!and!has! | |C N= .!For!some!RSC!feature! ic C∈such!that | |ic M= !which!has l nonDmissing!data!points!find!a!RNSC!feature! jc j i∀ ≠ .!If!these!two!features!satisfy!equation!(!11!)!!
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for!all!nonDmissing!points!in! ic ,!then! jc !is!selected!as!the!nearest!neighbour!of! ic .!!
ci↔ c j, iff
d j ci,c j( ) =min D ci( )( ), s.t.





Such!that!D is!a!vector!of!the!distances!of!all! N point!in!C !from! ic ,!and! nclx !is!the!












4.3.3.1 Algorithm(The!pseudo!code!for!the!kNN!MVI!method!will!be!outlined!here.!Define!the!function ( )iMv c ,!




s.t.p = 0⇔ xm
ci = 0












wp Dk( ) = k







Such!that! kD is!the!subset!of!the! k !nearest!neighbours, ( )kpw D !is!the!weight!of!the!
thp feature!among!the! k !neighbours!and!all!other!variables!are!as!defined!above.!Now!the!steps!for!kNN!imputation!is!as!follows,!
1. For!all!features! ic such!that! ( )iMv c R< ,where! R is!the!number!of!replicates,!find!! = 10!nearest!neighbours!a. Use!equation!(!11!)!to!construct!the!similarity!matrix!which!contain!how!similar!any!given!point!is!from!the!feature!of!interest.!b. From!this!matrix!select!the!! = 10!nearest!neighbours.!!2. Using!the!subset kD !fill!the!missing!values!of! ic !a. Let! pw be!the!weight!of!the! thp !neighbour!of! ic !as!defined!by!equation!(!13!).!
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b. Fill!the!missing!values!of! ic !using!the!weighted!mean!of!all!the! k !neighbours!
4.3.4 Gaussian(EM((GEM)(Imputation(The!use!of!the!expectationDmaximization!(EM)!algorithms!for!MVI!is!well!documented,!with!differing!approaches!yielding!much!better!results!over!standard!methods!for!various!applications!such!as!classification![48],!clustering[49]!!(Wagstaff!discusses!a!EM!clustering!method!which!does!not!require!data!imputation)!and!statistical!analysis.!The!work!here!looks!at!using!the!EM!algorithm!to!impute!missing!data;!this!is!carried!out!by!making!some!assumptions!about!the!data.!!
A1. The!data,!which!is!not!missing!can!be!explained!by!a!Gaussian!mixture!distribution.!!A2. Any!data!point,!which!falls!into!the!first!mixture!component!is!said!to!be!at!the!baseline.!A3. The!missing!data!is!randomly!distributed,!and!is!of!baseline!level!(i.e.!no!missing!data!point!will!fall!into!the!second!mixture!component!of!the!Gaussian!Mixture).!
4.3.4.1 Maximum(likelihood(and(EM(procedure(Define!the!probability!function!for!a!mixture!model!as!for!the!data!set!Y ,!
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0 ( ) 1P g≤ ≤ !
("16")"And!we!defined!the!mixing!parameters! ( )P g !using!the!softmax!function![50].!The!equation!for!a!general!Gaussian!mixture!is,!
( )2
1


















= !and! gµ !is!the!mean!of!the! thg !mixture!and!










' .!Here!we!require 2g = !mixture!components,!
we!set!that 1k = represents!the!lower!bound!or!baseline!values!and! 2k = !represents!the!upper!bound.!The!missing!values!are!filled!using!
2 2
1 1 1 1[ , ]α µ σ µ σ∈ − + .!The!complete!derivation!of!the!equations!used!of!the!EM!algorithm!will!not!be!detailed!here,!this!can!be!found!in!Webb![51]!and!Bishop![50]where!a!procedure!for!a!general!EM!mixture!is!described.!!
The!EM!procedure!is!to!Estimate!the ( )mp y !values!using!! { }2 1( ), ,t g g kP g β µ =Π = and!then!calculate! 1t+Π !(the!parameter!set)!from!the!estimate!by!Maximizing!the!log!
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likelihood!function.!The!equations!which!are!used!to!maximize!the!set!of!
parameters! 1t+Π !are,!µkt+1 = pt ym | g( ) ymm=1M∑







































Pt+1 g( ) = 1M p








4.3.5.1 Algorithm(We!defined!the!two!data!sets,!Y kNN and!Y GEMwhich!are!the!kNN!and!GEM!filled!data!respectively.!The!WEk!algorithm!combines!these!two!datasets!using!weights!







We!also!apply!the!constraint!that! 1,iw i≠ ∀ .!This!implies!that!for!a!data!setY "which!contains!missing!values,!the!MVI!data!set!is!given!by,!!
1 2
M GEM kNN
i i i iMVI
i i
if y Y y w y w y
Y
else y y


















Figure!19!illustrates!the!poisson!distribution!of!the!detection!rate!of!all!the!unique!features.!The!lambda!for!this!distribution!is!1.95,!which!implies!that!the!95%!confidence!interval!is!at! n ≥ 4 .!Hence!if!a!feature!isn’t!present!in!all!of!our!technical!replicates!then!we!should!consider!this!feature!to!be!occurring!at!random.!For!
n ≥ 3 !the!confidence!interval!is!85%,!which!although!is!low!is!sufficient!for!the!filtering!of!technical!replicates.!
In!order!to!determine!if!the!use!of!technical!replicates!reduces!noise!present!in!the!data!we!use!n ≥ 3 as!a!technical!replicate!filter!and!process!the!data,!along!side!this!random!datasets!are!selected!and!the!lambda!is!calculate!for!each.!!
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!Figure!20!illustrates!that!the!use!of!a!technical!replicate!filter!has!not!change!the!shape!of!the!distribution,!and!examining!the!lambda!values!we!find!that!for!the!filtered!data!λ =1.1832 and!for!the!randomly!selected!data!λ =1.21 .!Similar!as!above!looking!up!the!value!of!n,!which!is!at!the!95%!confidence!interval!we!find!that!for!both!it!is! n = 3 .!This!implies!that!a!feature!detected!at!least!3/5!times!is!detected!at!a!sufficient!rate!and!that!the!use!of!technical!replicates!will!not!lead!to!a!data!set!which!is!at!a!lower!noise!level.!
4.4.2 MVI(Results(In!order!to!determine!the!sensitivity!of!these!approaches!various!forms!of!testing!was!carried!out.!Firstly!the!methods!were!tested!for!their!accuracy!at!predicting!known!values!and!their!sensitivity!to!large!amounts!of!missing!values.!Secondly!their!ability!to!“recovery”!data!significance!and!model!structure!(these!will!be!explained!later)!and!finally!their!ability!to!reduce!false!discovery!rate.!The!final!test!was!carried!out!using!real!data,!while!the!others!were!carried!out!using!artificially!altered!data.!
4.4.3 Prediction(Accuracy(Initially!testing!was!carried!out!to!determine!the!accuracy!of!each!method!at!predicting!known!values!and!their!sensitivity!to!increased!noise.!The!two!methods!differ!in!their!approaches,!and!hence!in!order!to!ensure!that!the!testing!was!unDbiased!two!artificial!datasets!were!constructed.!!
Two!data!sets!were!constructed!for!testing,!one,!which!had!noise!randomly!inserted!(i.e.!by!randomly!removing!data!points)! X {R} !and!the!other!were!data!points,!which!were!at!baseline!noise!level!being!removed! X {M } .!The!second!data!set!is!constructed!such!that:!
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ci = ciM ,ciRT ,ciDC,cihrpA,cimock{ } ! (!23!)!

















Such!that! ciE !is!the!abundance!of!the! ith !feature!in!Eth !experiment!inC !and! cˆiE !its!scaled!value.! SL !is!the!centre!around!which!all!other!points!will!be!scaled!and!SM is!allowed!maximum!of!scaling.!For!linear!scaling!into!the!range![0,1] !SL =min ciE( ) !
and! SM =max ciE( ) .!!
A!second!method!is!base\2!logarithm!transformation,!which!only!applies!to!large!scale!data!and!is!defined!by!
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ciE = log2 ciE +1( ) ! (!25!)!






























































s1 ≠ s2 ≠ ... ≠ sN
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 Histogram)Approach)to)PDE))5.6.1Consider!the!equally!spaced!mesh ,!which!partitions!the!data!into!partitions.!The!size!of!these!partitions!is!fixed!at! .!The!approximate!density!of!a!data!point! is!given!by,!!
!
(!30!)!
such!that! !is!the!number!of!data!points!in!the! bin!which!contains! !and! is!the!total!number!of!data!points!in! [51].!Δx is!also!known!as!the!smoothing!parameter!of!this!function.!Great!care!is!needed!when!selecting!an!appropriate!bin!
Dx Dx
Dxm −Dxm−1 = Δx
ci
pˆ ci( ) =
Km
IΔx







 !Algorithm!5.6.1.1The!algorithm!used!for!PDE!construction!through!the!use!of!histograms!will!be!expanded!here.!Consider!the!data!set! ,!as!defined!by!(!29!)!which!contains!X I
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features!with!differential!expression!vector! !construct!an!equally!spaced!mesh!of!size! ,!with!fixed!bin!size!of! .!
1. For!all!data!points!in! !!a. !find!the!interval!such!that! ,!continue!to!the!next!feature!in .!2. Determine!the!number!of!features!which!fall!into!each!interval.!3. Using!equation!(!28!)!calculate! !the!probability!of!!
the! !random!distance!for!each!feature.!
The!procedure!for!the!histogram!approach!is!fairly!simple!leading!to!the!simplest!modelling!method.!!
 kth)Nearest)Neighbour)(kNN))5.6.2kth!Nearest!Neighbour!(kNN)!follows!a!similar!methodology![51]!to!that!of!the!Histogram!approach,!however,!instead!of!fixing!the!bin!size!(i.e.!having!an!equally!spaced!mesh)!the!number!of!points!which!should!make!up!a!bin!is!fixed.!!Let !be!the!number!of!points!which!are!present!in!any!bin/volume! ,!such!that! ,!the!number!of!points!allowed!is!fixed,!and!where! !is!the!number!of!volumes.!The!equation!is!given!by,!!
!
(!31!)!
Such!that! is!the!size!of!the!volume!of! .!As!with!the!Histogram!approach!an!appropriate!smoothing!function!is!required,!however,!unlike!the!histogram!approach!the!smoothing!function!is! .!Setting!too!small!a!value!for!K!leads!to!a!
di
Dx =M Δx
∀din ∈ di din ∈ Dxm,Dxm+1[ )
X





pˆ ci( ) =
K
IΔV ci( )
ΔV ci( ) ci
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“spiky”!and!un\converged!model,!while!too!large!a! !leads!to!over\smoothing,!and!loss!of!patterns,!illustrated!Figure!31!hence!a!data!appropriate! must!be!chosen.!!






the!latter!seems!to!fit!the!model!much!better.!There!is!however,!a!computational!trade!off!to!using!a!large! value!and!as!we!increase! !the!computational!cost!increases.!This!must!be!considered!when!optimizing .!
 Decision!Rule:!Neighbor!selection!5.6.2.2Consider!the!feature! ,!then! belongs!to!the!set!of! !if!and!only!if,!!
K
K
K = 2 K = 50
djn − din ≤ ΔV ci( )
K
K
c j c j ci
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If! ,!then! is!clustered!irrespective!of!(!32!)!.!Alternatively!if!(!32!)!is!
true!and! !then!we!remove from! !if! .!!
 Algorithm!5.6.2.3Let!! = !!







V ci( ) < K c j


















 Bandwidth)optimization)5.6.4In!the!section!5.5.1\5.5.3!it!was!demonstrated!that!the!selection!of!the!bandwidth!was!crucial!for!the!identification!of!true!model!structure.!Here!a!simple!method!for!model! selection!will! be! outlined;! this!method!was! used! for! all! three! approaches!discussed!here.!!Define !as,!!






















Such!that! !is!the!number!of!incorrect!positive!predictions,! !is!the!number!of!incorrect!negative!predictions!and! !is!the!number!of!correct!positive!predictions.!This!is!a!minimization!problem,!where!the!object!of!minimization!is! .!!
 Algorithm!5.6.4.1The!algorithm!follows!an!iterative!set!of!steps,!
1) Randomly!select!a!starting!bandwidth! !2) Generate! !equally!spaced!bandwidths.!3) Apply!the!PDE!algorithm!using!these! !bandwidths,!!4) Calculate!the!approximate!p\value!(see!section!below)!5) Let!!!!be!the!differential!expression!threshold!for!significance,!and!!!!be!the!p\value!threshold!for!significance.!a) Using!equation!(!35!)!calculate!the!error!value!for!the!each!bandwidth.!6) Find! !such!that! !
Depending!on!the!starting!value!of!the!bandwidth,!the!optimal!bandwidth!is!rapid!and!does!not!require!large!computational!time.!!This!is!a!fairly!simple!method!for!optimizing!the!bandwidth.!A!great!deal!of!research!has!been!carried!out!in!development!of!(complex)!methods![54–56]!to!determine!an!optimal!bandwidth.!
 pFValue)Approximation)5.6.5The!p\value!is!defined!as!the!measure!of!strength/evidence!of!a!result![54–56].!In!other!words!we!can!assume!that!if!a!result!falls!in!a!99%!confidence.!The!integral!















∫ =1 ! (!36!)!
Since!the!PDE’s!constructed!above!do!not!have!a!PDF!defined,!a!numerical!method!for!determining!the!area!is!required.!To!achieve!this!we!will!expand!the!method!for!the!histogram!approach,!however!it!should!be!noted!that!this!method!is!extended!to!both!kNN!and!the!kernel!methods!as!well.!!
The!integration!method!adopted!here!is!very!simple,!and!is!known!as!the!rectangle!method.!This!method!calculates!the!area!of!a!set!of!rectangle!to!determine!the!area!under!a!given!function.!!
 Numerical!Integration!5.6.5.1Consider!the!function! f z( ) ,!break!the!function!into! n rectangles!R such!that!the!height!of!the!rectangle!is!equal!to!the!value!of! f z( ) !at!the!mid\point!of!the!R .!The!area!is!only!an!approximate!of!the!true!integrated!area.!Now!the!histogram!method!already!has!been!broken!into!!!histograms,!and!the!height!of!each!was!determined!using!(!30!),!hence!this!is!a!fairly!simple!method!to!calculate!the!p\value!for!each!histogram!using,!!





Such!that!Hm !is!the!mth !histogram,!and!Δx !is!the!bandwidth!used!to!generate!the!PDE.!!
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ci ∈ Dˆ !if!and!only!if! ciDC − cihrpAcimock"#$%$ ≥ Δ ! (!41!)!
Such!that!Δ !is!some!fold!change,!and!all!other!terms!are!as!defined!previous.!Note!that!the!direction!of!change!is!important!here!and!only!those!features,!which!are!up!in!DC!are!selected!for! Dˆ .!Similarly!for! Hˆ !and! Mˆ .!
The!intersection! is!such!that!no!feature!in!this!intersection!is!in! !or! .!The!elements!in!the!intersection!are!such!that,!!
ci ∈ D∩H !if!and!only!if! ciDCcihrpA !"#$#− cimock ≥ Δ ! (!42!)!
Similarly!for! !and! ,!and!any!features!which!do!not!fall!into!these!sets!are!part!of! .!Using!this!data!partitioning!we!split!the!data!into!subsets!which!we!are!then!able!to!further!analyze.!!
D,H,M C
Dˆ, Hˆ, Mˆ






Definition!8. Dˆ !set!highlights!metabolites!which!are!positively!perturbed!by!the!presences!of!the!effector!proteins!at!a!time!point.!This!set!will!be!referred!to!as!DC!\!only!Definition!9. Hˆ !set!highlights!metabolites!which!are!positively!perturbed!by!the!presence!due!to!P/MAMPs!at!a!time!point.!This!set!will!be!referred!to!as!hrpA\!only!Definition!10. Mˆ set!highlights!metabolites!which!are!negatively!perturbed!in!both!DC3000!and!hrpA!tissue!compared!to!mock.!This!set!will!be!referred!to!as!mock\!only!Definition!11. D∩H !set!highlights!metabolites!which!are!positively!perturbed!in!both!DC3000!and!hrpA!tissues!compared!to!mock.!This!set!will!be!referred!to!as!DC!&!hrpA!Definition!12. D∩M !set!highlights!metabolites!which!are!negatively!perturbed!in!hrpA$tissue!compare!to!both!DC3000!and!mock.!This!set!will!be!referred!to!as!DC!&!mock!Definition!13. H∩M !set!highlights!metabolites!which!are!negatively!perturbed!in!DC3000!tissue!compare!to!both!hrpA!and!mock.!This!set!will!be!referred!to!as!hprA$&$mock!
This!fold!change!cut!off!method!is!not!sufficient!for!statistical!analysis,!however!gives!a!good!indication!of!whether!a!feature!is!present!or!absent!due!to!some!treatment.!
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NPR = aa+ c ! !
FPR = ba+ b (
FNR = cc+ d ! !
PPR = bb+ d !
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